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The advent of ghost kitchens has brought the concept of a hub-and-spoke model along with it. This consists of a large 
commissary kitchen as a hub capable of delivering freshly-prepared food across a geographic area; often densely-populated 
urban areas and their surrounding suburbs. 

Traditional sit-down restaurants, food trucks, mobile restaurants, kiosks, and outposts act as the spokes. These engagement 
points create a convenient ecosystem for consumers, allowing brands to reach a broader audience and consistently deliver 
food to customers regardless of their location. 

Middleby, with its breadth of product and food industry knowledge, is uniquely qualified to deliver in this space. Not only 
is Middleby the largest food equipment manufacturer in the world, but it spans residential, commercial, and industrial food 
processing. 

This allows Middleby to deliver large central commissary kitchens like no other. Firex, IMC, and Globe equipment can peel, 
wash, and chop vegetables. Amor Inox, Hinds-Bock, ALKAR and Thurne help process meat and plant-based proteins like 
sausages and patties, and even help sous vide and braise in large batches. Middleby then helps pack safely and securely with 
CV-Tek modified atmospheric packaging machines. 

The food is delivered straight from the commissary kitchen to the consumer or transferred to one of the spokes, where it is 
cooked or re-thermalized and plated for pick up or delivery. Because no two restaurant concepts are exactly alike, L2F is here to 
help you select the best technology for your cooking process. The end result is a turnkey kitchen solution designed to meet your 
specific needs. 

Hub-and-Spoke Ghost Kitchen Model 
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Ready for Your Next Step?

Contact L2F for professional advice on how to design your ghost kitchen.
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If you are looking to go mobile, 
below is a list of pre-qualifed American manufacturers 

of mobile kitchens and food trucks.

Cruising Kitchens  –  cruisingkitchens.com

Kitchen Podular  –  kitchenpodular.com

kitchenpodular.com

One Fat Frog  –  onefatfrog.com




